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Abstract: Considering Oman’s engagement in educational reforms that are aimed at improving the educational system to fit the needs and challenges of globalization and the current emphasis on the application of Interactive Teaching Methods (ITMs), this study sought to explore the experiences of Living Skills teachers in engaging in AR to improve Interactive Teaching Strategies (ITSs). It explores the experience of an Omani Life Skills teacher’s involvement in the participatory process of guided Action Research (AR) to improve her Interactive Teaching Strategies (ITSs). Focus is on how this involvement helped her improve her teaching as well as her views and understandings of Interactive Teaching Methods (ITMs). The findings indicate that the teacher was able to accomplish a good transformation of her understanding in some of Interactive Teaching principles and better application in her teaching while highlighting the barriers to the implementation of AR, such as lack of support, poor resources, and time constraints. These findings are hoped to contribute to efforts for developing better and focused teacher training methods for IT and AR support and implementation in Oman.
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Introduction

In the Omani educational system, the philosophical transformation of teaching and learning to a learners’ centred approach corresponded with the introduction of the new subject, Life Skills (Living Skills) and the learner centred principles (Ministry of Education [MoE], 2004a). Teachers were expected to transform themselves, especially given that Living Skills Based Education emphasizes the adoption of Interactive Teaching and Learning (IT&L) through Interactive Teaching Methods (ITMs) (UNESCO, 2008).

Effective learning involves the interaction among learners who have various learning styles; teachers using different teaching methods; and contents. Failing to adequately implement the teaching methods could lead to failure of attaining the right skills development and achieving the targeted educational
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goals (Sahlberg, 2008). Accordingly, Gordon, Kane and Staiger (2006) believed that “without the right people standing in front of the classroom, school reform is a futile exercise” (p. 5). Brown (2005) assumed teachers are the core element required to facilitate the learning processes.

The Omani Ministry of Education has changed its policy, calling for the transformation in teaching methods and the resulting demands for in-service training and professional development. It examines the implementation of the policy to transform education to a learner centered approach through the Living Skills subject from both the practical and the theoretical perspectives. Moreover, the personal professional development (PPD) associate with this shift is also examined in order to better understand what actually transpires on the ground, its shortcomings and how it can be improved. Hence, a special focus is awarded to the PPD component to improve Interactive Teaching Strategies (ITSs). It is hoped that this research will facilitate the achievement of the reformed educational goals set by the Omani MoE.

In spite of the numerous calls to adopt ITMs in Omani schools, there remain weaknesses as documented by a number of researches (Al-Nofli, 2010; Al-Jadidi, 2009; Al-Harthy, 2008; Al-Sarmi, 2004; Al-Aghbari, 2001). Al-Jadidi (2009) reported on the teacher-centeredness of some English lecturers in education institutions in Oman. The characteristics reported were that lecturers exerted strong control through the lesson; they did not give the learners’ an opportunity to talk, and contribute to their own ideas. The lecturers did not take any account of any individual learning needs. Furthermore, group learning was less adopted and focused on individual learning and whole class discussions on account of group. Al-Nofli (2010) identified that geography teachers of cycle two basic education adopted the lectures mode of instruction and often had learners copying from the board. Although the study of Jadidi and Al-Nofli presented different fields of learning and different level of teaching organizations but it presents the type of teaching practiced in the teaching organizations. These weaknesses include the teaching of Living Skills. The EFA: Year 2000 Assessment Report claimed that Living Skills are still taught in a traditional teacher-centred approach of ‘talk and chalk’ (UNESCO, 1999). This is further supported by the report of Al-Lamky (2007), Creative Associates International, Inc. (2006) and my personal observations while on field visits to observe the implementation of the curricula. Al-Hinai (2007) affirmed that the teacher-centred approach based on lecturing and reading from a book is still a common or preferred methodology in many Arab schools. Recently, Faour (2011) claimed that teaching in most Arab countries remains teacher-centred and fails to nurture critical thinking. In addition, Arab schools often lack qualified teachers and most of those presently employed receive poor wages and limited chances for professional development.

The traditional teaching approach achieves poor learning outcomes (World Bank, 2006; Boler & Aggleton; 2005; UNESCO, 1999) and learners lose interest in the subject (Al-Nofli, 2010). Although Al-Nofli (2010) reported positive results for the ITMs employed in teaching geography, in many cases learners reported unacceptable traditional forms of teaching which they did not enjoy. The UNESCO report (1999) is the only official report for the teaching of Living Skills, conveyed a poor learning outcome for grades 1-4. Moreover, learners in Omani schools would informally comment that learning Living Skills is boring because the teacher made them read from the book and failed
to provide opportunities for practical implementation. Batool has supported this claim during the post interview.

The Present Study

This study aimed to address the problematic implementation of ITSs and marginal participation in AR. It reflects the need to engage Living Skills teachers in AR as an IT approach to help them improve their implementation of ITSs and make them appreciate the process as PPD. To do so I considered exploring and studied the participants’ experiences of the two aspects of ITSs and AR in the instruction of Living Skills qualitatively. The first aspect investigates how teachers understood IT and evaluated their own ability to apply ITSs before and after AR. The second aspect examines how participants perceived the challenges of engaging in AR and how it influenced their application of these strategies and their future vision of taking AR as a PPD activity.

Thus, this study was approached through PAR to engage teachers in AR and phenomenological exploration of their experiences in understanding ITSs, and enacting both the ITSs and AR to improve their application of ITSs associated with teaching methods in Oman. “Action Research,” according to Johnson (2008), “does not mean that you have to prove something….It is often conducted simply to find what’s going on…. the goal is to understand, evaluate, or even to find new ideas and see how they work” (p. 62). Engaging them in AR as an interactive method is expected to influence their teaching styles as the way they taught to likely be the way they will teach. The second reason is the position of the Islamic world view which emphasises that in order for a person to transform there is a need for the individual to take personal initiative to change. This is supported by many educational scholars. Ferrance (2000) sees that:

Action Research is not about doing research on or about people, or finding all available information on a topic looking for the correct answers. It involves people working to improve their skills, techniques, and strategies... is not about learning why we do certain things, but rather how we can do things better. It is about how we can change our instruction to impact students (p. 2 & 3).

The most recommended approach for in-service teachers training to meet classroom challenges is encouraging them to be reformers themselves through AR (Johnson, 2008; James, Milenkiewicz & Bucknam, 2008; Brown, 2002; Goodnough, 2001). Therefore, in circumstances similar to that of in-service Omani Living Skills teachers having problems in the implementation of ITM’s, I believe that AR could be among the best solutions especially since reflection is part of the belief system of the selected teachers.

This study employs Participatory Action Research (PAR) as a means to develop teachers who are willing to improve their teaching practices as recommended by Denzin and Lincoln (2000) and Merriam (1998). It attempted to answer the following questions: (1) How does AR influence teacher’s understanding and implementation of ITSs? (1a) What are teacher’s views and perceptions toward ITSs before and after engaging in AR? (1b) How do the teacher implements ITSs before and after engaging in AR? (2)
What are the challenges that the teacher faced while engaging in AR? (3) What are teacher’s perceptions toward AR after going through it?

**METHOD**

This study investigated an Omani Living Skills teacher teaching grades 5-10 in a government school engaging in AR to improve her application of ITMs. The participant is given pseudonym and assigned with a name of “Batool”; she is working in a school located in Dakhiliya region in Nizwa district with a population of approximately 785 learners.

Written bio-data from Batool was obtained. She is a Home Economics graduate of Sultan Qaboos University and has over fifteen years of teaching experience. She started out teaching Home Economics for 10 years and was later transferred to teach Living Skills in the Basic Education School where she still works. She carries the responsibility of teaching grades from 5-10 in 20 lessons per week besides other school activities and tasks. The lesson duration is 40 minutes.

Her outstanding efforts have been recognized by the school principal and the First Regional Supervisor. They credit her with being a good teacher, hard-working and interested in learning. Her interest to engage in this study was evident from the start of the project. She was open to learning and accepting advice that helped support her improvement. The case was selected because it was informative. Batool had problems and was willing to participate (Greenwood & Levin, 2007; Coghlan & Brannick, 2005; Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). Hence, the case of this study was purposefully selected based on the supervisor’s recommendation and participant’s interest in improving her skills which assists in determining, comprehending, and gaining rich information (Merriam, 1998).

Data collection was by means of document analysis, semi-structured interviews, observation and teacher self evaluation. Most of the lessons observed were in the classroom with the exception of few from the resources centre and school ground. The resource centre is a big hall located within the school and acts as a library and a place where teaching and learning can take place. It is equipped with educational materials, equipment and devices.

**Procedure**

The research fieldwork was conducted in three stages: pre-intervention, intervention and post-intervention. The pre-intervention process focused on the administrative work that prepared participants for AR and the application of pre-instruments for confirming the status of participants’ experiences with both dimensions of the study. At this stage there were six participants as I proposed at the beginning of the study. The pseudonyms of the selected participants are Batool, Fatma, Farah, Zeina, Sahar and Sumaya. They all went through the Interview and Teacher Self Evaluation instruments. However, Fatma, Farah dropped after this process and did not go on for the observations.

The intervention stage was planned to train the participants and guided them through the AR process so as to improve their ITSs in the teaching of Living Skills. However, half way through the intervention, the rest of the participants dropped and left Batool as the only case in the study. The final post-intervention stage is a collection of Batool’s perception on doing AR and
its influence on instructional skills and understanding of. The field research further continues to report on Batool’s progress as a post-AR process and her unguided application of ITSs.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This study looked at two aspects, namely: (1) the teacher’s experience with the implementation of AR to improve her IT instructions and (2) how going through AR has helped the teacher in her professional development of IT instruction. Hence, this chapter analyses the data collected during the following three stages: the pre-intervention, intervention and the post intervention. The analysis conducted and the findings presented in this study only focus on Batool’s experience. The other participants were not reported as they dropped out at an early stage. Therefore, there was no in-depth study about their experiences and the data obtained did not contribute to a deep understanding of their lived experiences as phenomenology case studies require.

Although this study is based in the Omani context of Living Skills teachers in the Dakhiliya region, teaching grades 5-10, it provides valuable in-depth information of a teacher’s practice with IT and engagement in AR. Hence, this chapter discusses Batool’s experiences with the implementation of AR to improve IT instructions as a result of going through the process.

It compares between two stages of her experience with understanding and implementation of IT before and after engaging in AR as a means to improve her ITSs. This is the first main theme that will be discussed as well as subsequent sub-themes. The second aspect is about Batool’s perception and views toward AR and the challenges she faced as she went through this process. This is the second main theme with sub themes appearing under it. Finally, the last section will include the recommendations and the contributions of the study.

The intervention observations and the two post intervention instruments show improvements in Batool’s understanding and application of IT compared to her situation in the pre-intervention phase. Her experiences reveal the positive aspects of engaging in AR despite the various challenges encountered by her.

Teacher’s experience with Interactive Teaching

In this section, we discuss how Batool understood and implemented ITSs before and after she engaged in AR. Her implementation of ITSs has changed for the better. The discussion is based on the sub themes, interactive instruction and self learning, group learning and teaching through authentic experiences. This will be presented under each main theme.

Understanding of IT

Teachers’ perception influences their stands and thoughts and consequently guides their actions. This notion comes through in this study where Batool experienced a shift in perception in her own methods of teaching. Her understanding of the general principles of Interactive Instruction specifically through teaching “Practical Application” was reflected in how she interacted with her students and conducted her classes overall. These changes were recognized by Batool herself. I also observed these changes as Batool progressed in her performance of IT in the class.
Brooks and Brooks (1993) state that in constructivism “teachers are mediators of students and environments, not simply as givers of information and managers of behaviours” (p. 1). Moyles et al. (2001) reported a similar finding in their study with teachers teaching literacy in UK. The teachers in their study, although not fully understood the IT concept, were able to transform their practices of IT to a wider scope. In this research too, the transformation of the concept of IT with Batool shifted from mainly using different teaching approaches to support her in presenting information in the class, to considering learners’ active participation and her guiding the learning process. Hence, she transformed her methods of teaching and learning to a more active and interactive process. When she engaged the learners in practical learning she was using an active discovery teaching method, when she allowed learners to work in a cooperative atmosphere she used the probe method of questioning to encourage discussion. Batool recognised the importance of the learners’ active role in the teaching/learning process.

The concept of discovery through Self Learning was acknowledged as an element of IT at the pre-intervention phase; however, she was reporting what was presented in the teacher’s guide and had not deeply articulated it or conceptualized it. This inference is supported by the pre-observation debriefing sessions. When I pointed out that she was not employing Self Learning. She revealed that she does employ Self Learning by asking learners to read from the book and as I ask them to convey their understanding and bring the information from home. Post Intervention findings supported this claim, the teacher had previously maintained that prior to the intervention she had thought that Self Learning is only when a teacher present learners with questions and expects them to find the answers by themselves and to bring it to the next class. But now she understood that Self Learning is about learners engaging independently from a teacher’s dictation, exploring of information and learning through discovery process. Hence, the concept of Self Learning was better understood and practiced by Batool towards the end of the project in comparison to the pre-intervention stage.

Although she did not fully present the elements of Self Directed Learning as enunciated by Knowles for whom Self Learning is “a process in which individuals take the initiative, with or without the help of others, to diagnose their learning needs, formulate learning goals, identify resources for learning, select and implement learning strategies, and evaluate learning outcomes” (1975, p.18). Batool identified and implemented a learning approach in order to engage learner according to his/her ability in learn in general, skills, attitudes, values and knowledge and not only as a method for acquiring information. Hence, she presented Self Learning to its minimum vision according to Omani educational system is calling for to working under the concept of Learner-Centered Approach (MoE, 2004a). The Ministry of Education is aiming at providing learners with opportunities to develop skills for lifelong learning which being self regulated learners is part (MoE, 2004a).

Batool’s understanding of Group Learning based on IT, has featured with inclusion of some new elements concerning group work which involved learners taking turns in these responsibilities and the aim of working in groups viz. “sink together or saved”. However, when she reviewed on her role on managing group learning at both stages she thought that she should not focus her attention on an individual learner but on the group as a whole. At the post-
intervention phase she added that she only intervened at the end of the group work that the learners are involved in and only when there was a common mistake. This kind of perception by itself can have a negative impact on learners’ learning if it turns into practical action. Postponing in feeding back especially for struggling and less provoked learner could cause frustration and harm their learning process.

Another issue is that she viewed her role as just giving instructions and circulars and no acknowledgment of providing constructive support. Constructivism recognizes teacher’s role as being a facilitator and supporters of learners as they experience difficulties during the learning process. In the post-intervention phase she still did not acknowledge teacher’s role in scaffolding, as she mentioned that teacher’s role is about presenting the learning activities and give instructions. Hence, she missed recognizing the right role of a teacher in scaffolding learners in both stages. Consequently, the narrow perspective she had negatively impacted her role as a scaffold person and facilitator.

In respect to experiential learning, which is mainly concerned with Authentic Learning, Kolb, Boyatzis and Mainemelis (2000) basically see it as the basis for the learning process. They believe that the learning process revolves around four activities that learners should go through as they learn: (1) actively engaging in real learning contacts; (2) reflecting on the learnt experience; (3) applying inductive reasoning; analyzing, understanding, explaining and incorporating what was learnt into logical theory that guides action; and (4) finally considering ways of transforming what was learnt into action.

Batool’s conception of the profound effect of teaching through authentic experiences was consistent in the two instruments, the interview and teacher’s self evaluation at both stages. The understanding of authentic experiences was well articulated by Batool throughout the study. At the pre-intervention phase she presented the meaning of authentic experiences and considered it as those lived experiences relating to learners’ life. At the post-intervention phase she presented similar understandings, except that she linked it with their future life and viewed them as being an important element of connecting classroom learning to real life. Her understanding is supported by Lombardi (2007) who considered authentic learning experiences as being the learning experiences and the learning environments that are representing real world events or similar to real world application.

Implementation of ITSs

Perception is vital in a teaching and learning condition because it supports teachers’ choice on how to deal with classroom episodes. Misunderstanding or not understanding the principle of instructions employed in teaching has drastic impact in enacting them (Bulunuz & Jarrett, 2010; Yilmaz, 2008; Blanchard, 2006; Windschitl, 2004).

The two notions of cause and effect presented in the above statements are reflected in the coming discussion. Although the intervention period was not very long, the changes can be observed in her teaching style and themes emerged under the Interactive instruction, Self Learning, Group Learning and Authentic Experiences. The Interactive Instruction of “Practical Application” based on discovery was the best developed. However, I consider the changes
to be unstable during the intervention mainly in Group Learning. Batool was struggling in her effort to switch to a more learner-centered approach especially for the part of learners doing the demonstration of what they have learnt. Teaching through Self Learning and Authentic Experiences was although not fully satisfactory was better managed.

Al-Aghbari’s (2007) research on Social Studies of Omani teachers validates this study where his study also-similar to this - found that the application of IT was unstable; the study reported that teachers were on and off applying student-centered teaching approach. He as well addressed that Social Study teachers did not fully comprehend the student-centered teaching approach, which in return impacted their teaching through the ITMs. The reasons behind the problem of implementing student centeredness is elaborated by Chiu and Whitebread (2011) who reported that teachers have a difficult time accommodating teaching through IT as a result of engrossed experience with the traditional teaching, social culture of the learners’ parents and private tutors who practiced traditional teaching. This has contributed to the understanding of the reasons behind the problem of implementing teacher’s centered approaches. Indeed this is brought out clearly in this research as well where Batool is working within a very traditional framework both at a personal capacity and in her workplace. She had to breakthrough her long believed methods of teaching and understandings of the roles of a learner and of a teacher. Hence, transforming her teaching practices may take some time as she eventually is enlightened on the real concept of ITS, empowered to change her practices, and finally emancipated with the extent and impact of ITS and AR altogether at post intervention stage.

In discussing the performance of Interactive Instructions based on Self Learning at the pre-intervention stage, Batool leaned very much towards a teacher-centered approach and her comprehension of Interactive Instruction were negligible. The improper conceptualization and therefore implementation of IT and its strategies was seen in the classes at pre-intervention observations. Batool shared that prior to taking up AR her aim was to convey knowledge and learners are to observe the knowledge, however, at the end of the intervention it is actually the opposite, where learners have the bigger role in exploring knowledge and her own role is to guide them. The learners have to seek knowledge by themselves in and out of the class practically and interactively with their peers.

At the intervention stage Batool began the lessons by introducing concepts and then allowing learner to learner through the discovery method, which is against constructivism according to Brooks (1990); however she at least managed to provide an explorative form of learning at the end of the intervention. Brooks (1990) presented how constructivist class looks like; to her in a normal traditional class the teacher introduces the concept followed by application and ends with further explanation when time permits. However, in a constructivist class she believes that it normally starts with learners’ exploration and working with the given material to understand the concepts. Thus, Batool in this study allowed learners to initiate the practical part of the activity and not after observing the teacher but not personally understanding the concept.
Learners got a chance to utilize discussed knowledge and experiences in their learning process without being given direct instructions on how to do so, or being made to read from written instructions was practiced prior to pre-intervention. In this situation it could be said that a **Self Learning** discovery element was being encouraged in the class and not only searching for information and presenting in the class. Thus, the enactment of the “Practical Application” based on discovery instruction was improved. This result confirms Blanchard’s (2006) report that teachers’ poor understanding of inquiry based instruction leads to failing in their enactment. It is also confirmed Nind (2000) study, which proved gaining an understanding of ITSs did support the right implementation of the methods amongst female special education teachers.

Batool’s limited understanding of the teacher’s role was that a teacher has to present the learning activities and give instructions and notes and only intervene at the end of the activity when there is a common mistake made by the group. This understanding negatively impacted her performance of Group Learning method. In her first statement she did not communicate the concept of facilitating and guiding learners, in the second she mentioned the idea of directing learners, in the third she mentioned that her role appears only towards the end of the activity when there is a common mistake. This kind of understanding reflected her role throughout the study however with less impact compared to the intervention stage. It is true teachers should be providing learners with opportunities for self learning but not to intervene only towards the end of the learning process or only when there is a common mistake. In this situation a correction can create disappointment in the learners as they have spent most of their class time in thinking and solving the problem, thus learning will not have be achieved effectively. Alternatively when learners are faced with obstacles and are making mistakes a teacher should turn it into an opportunity for learning.

In discussing the shift in enacting **Group Learning**, Batool appreciated the improvement and the shifting in group-work management as she recognized that at the pre-intervention phase she was avoiding teaching through Group Learning and it was a burden to her. Despite Batool being satisfied with her improvement in managing Group Learning in comparison to the pre-intervention phase and noting that her learners have become better, in reality there was not much change. This is possibly due to two reasons, first is the incomplete participant understands of the role of a teacher in IT and poor group management skills; while the second factor is the poor learners’ skills in working in Group Learning.

In this study, learners’ reflection on what they learned and presented in their work independently whether individually or in groups was an area where Batool did not make much changes to her instruction methods. The only time learners were given a chance to reflect was in the third intervention observation teaching class, where she gave them few minutes to discuss among themselves the difficulties they faced as they worked in groups. Learners’ reflection on what is learnt is the fundamental aspect of any learning cycle (Brooks, 1990). Watkins, Carnell, Lodge, Wagner and Whalley (2002) stated that without reflection learning is lost. Therefore, in IT&L teachers should allow room for learners to take part in all the processes of the activity during a lesson, get time to articulate what they learnt and the teacher facilitates the learners’ role.
In terms of presentation, learners were allowed some scope to present their work with Batool tightly controlling the discussion and still contributing to conclusions as documented in the second intervention observation. The most noticeable improvement in providing opportunities for learners to present their work was observed only twice in the third and seventh observation where Batool guided but did not contribute her views and conclusions. In the final observation, however, the learners were deprived of the opportunity again which proved the instability application of IT elements. Prince and Felder (2006) have emphasized the importance of the learners’ role in presenting what they learnt and stimulating the discussion among them for a better understanding and interaction. According to Tobler et. al., (2000) promoting behavioural life skills requires group learning activities and adopting learners’ self evaluation method among other procedures, which could be achieved in the presentation.

One of the skills in administering teaching through group-work is scaffolding and providing learners with feedback as the teacher rotates among groups. Feedback, according to Knight (2003), is a building block of the intervention process; it has significant impact on student achievement. It is part of the teaching process that comes as a result of learners’ performance, the aim is motivation and minimizing the discrepancy between what is understood and supposed to be understood (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Hence, it is an important element of teaching, which is missed out by Batool in this study and thus the learners were at a disadvantage.

At the pre-intervention phase Batool did not provide any feedback to the learners as she circulated between the groups, instead she tended to hasten the learners in finishing their work quickly to ensure completing within class time, except for one observation where she praised the learners for being first in doing their work. During the intervention stage Batool tried her best to provide feedback; however, she missed several opportunities of providing feedback and scaffolding in a right way. As learners were in a group making a funnel, instead of asking learners to validate their work - why did they use a paper to make a funnel for decorating Hannah - and whether it could be used to fill Hinaa paste she gave the explanation for their work. In fact, Batool herself used the wrong example of a funnel as she explained it, she used a paper funnel when it should actually have been a plastic. Here, she mismanaged her role as a facilitator who creates an opportunity to achieve the desired learning outcome. According to Hattie and Timperley (2007) giving feedback to the learners helps seek strategies independently to complete the task and reach their goal.

Missing of scaffolding learners also happened when learners in a group did not do the task, and Batool commented nothing during her rounds to observe group work. Further, even during the learners’ presentation time Batool did not find out the reason for learners’ failure to do the task. Quintana et. al., (2004) argues on the importance of scaffolding learners, as they go through the learning process, based on the Problem-Based and Inquiry Learning methods. They pointed out that scaffolding is needed to support learners going through the process of sense making, running their exploration and solving their problems; it also encourages learners to clear their thoughts and reflect on their learning. Hence, in the situation where Batool found that learners did not know how to do a task, she should have provided further explanation or put them in another group that could support them to achieve the learning objective. However, the learners were deprived of a proper learning situation.
Overall, what was observed in this study from the pre-intervention phase up to the final intervention observations was that the learners were still not working in a cooperative group as it should be. Batool asked the learners to take roles and responsibilities, distributing the roles. However, the response from the learners was poor. Learners argued amongst each other over roles and worked in a competitive way rather than in a supportive and cooperative way. Christie, Tolmie, Thurston, Howe and Topping (2009) pointed out similar finding, although learners are in groups they are observed to be working independently and with poor interaction skills and thus interactive learning in groups fails to take place. The consequences of this behaviour were discussed by Blatchford et. al., (2003) when they see that when learners sit together in a group, they do not function cooperatively as they can easily be distracted from the task given and engage in social talk. This situation was observed and proved by the learners of this study, the right interaction did not take place and learners were distracted and obviously the opportunities for learning were missed.

According to Zakaria and Iksan (2007) teachers and learners in Group Learning face challenges due to teachers’ poor knowledge and management of different types of cooperative learning as well as learners’ poor skills to work cooperatively.

In this study learners worked in groups activities that required materials in all the observations attended by the researcher. However, there was always a problem with provision of sufficient and right materials and therefore created arguments and chaos within the groups and revealed the poor skills of learners to work in groups which was acknowledged by Batool. Hence, this problem contributed to poor enactment of Group Learning and learners missed out on the benefits of positive interaction. Reddy and James (2003) and later Rooth (2005) reported on teachers struggling with enacting ITSs due to inadequacy of proper teaching resources. In the Omani context, Murphy et. al., (2006) reported that this was one of the factors that contributed to science not being taught interactively through practice and discovery.

To solve the problem of learners’ conflict in groups learners should establish communication rules, working processes and the role of each member should be defined. Finally, they recommended that an efficient group leader should display leadership skills. Hence, learners should be taught group work skills before asking them to work in groups an aspect that is not considered in Omani schools. Learners are told to work in groups and told what to do but there are not provided with sufficient training on how to achieve this. Learners who are new or unfamiliar with group learning will not know how to act; hence, assigning responsibility of subtasks to learners should be gradually transferred from teachers to learners.

Batool distributed responsibility in the group in different intervention observation sessions. However, Batool often assigned the task for the group learning with no follow-up for confirmation. When learners were assigned the responsibility they did not fulfill it; when they were asked to distribute responsibility among themselves they did not do it and if they did, they did not adhere to it. Therefore, building on the recommendations of and James et. al., (2002) learners with such characteristics need a teacher to distribute the responsibility and make sure it is agreed and followed upon by the learners.
Blatchford et al., (2003) reported that in UK, studies show a lack of planning in terms of teaching through group-work as a consequence many teachers find it difficult to take-up this method. Zakaria and Iksan (2007) presented further challenging for teachers adopting cooperative learning in teaching, for them the main reasons are: (1) the method needs much time for teaching material preparation, (2) it wastes a lot of teaching time, (3) not trusting learner’s ability to learn by themselves, (4) teachers lacking with necessary skills to manage group work and learners lacking skills to work in groups.

In this study too, the teacher had problems with group work skills, in part due to her own struggle with shifting from her previous method of dictating group work and partly due to the characteristics of the learners who were unable to be cooperative. It should be recognized that the pre-intervention method that Batool used daily in her work with the learners shaped the character of the learners. Thus, when they are suddenly given responsibility for the work of the group, when before they had none, it required a paradigm shift even for the learners. There is suddenly too much freedom of thought to deal with, as suddenly the teacher who is used to dictating and is now pushing herself admirably to change this way of thinking, it is also about dealing with this freedom given to students who did not have it before. It must be recognised that it was a learning process for both parties and therefore it should be expected that there will be a phase when both become aware of their weaknesses and strengths and eventually together develop a co-operative pattern.

In discussing the enactment of teaching through Authentic Experiences, Batool showed correct understanding of teaching through Authentic Experiences throughout the study. Moreover, she conveyed that she had no problem in indentifying and selecting real learning experiences. However, at the practical teaching level through Authentic Experiences had some drawbacks in terms of application of usage of real materials or utilizing real situations, this was seen at both the pre-intervention and intervention stages. Batool explained that she had contradictive feelings, that she sometimes feel comfortable in selecting the experiences for teaching but when it came to application she was not happy, or vice versa. For example when Batool was teaching learners about making a bandage, she had to use paper instead of a fabric.. This can produce a sense of falseness in teaching a life-application skill.

In the post-intervention stage Batool acknowledged her comfort in selecting and applying them in her teaching. She now appreciated teaching through IL and her perception toward Living Skills subject. Her perception towards the subject had changed from her having considered it to be insignificant to now having value. However, Batool was seen not to consider the authentic application of a learning activity taught as she was displaying the funnel for Hinaa decoration. This results in passive reception of information which made learners using paper to make a funnel instead of a plastic material. This situation has contradicted Kolb, Boyatzis and Mainemelis (2000) recommendation of learning through experiential learning which calls for learners to be engaged vigorously in: (1) real learning contacts; (2) reflecting on the learnt experience; (3) applying inductive reasoning; analyzing, understanding, explaining and incorporating what was learnt into logic theory that guides action; and (4) finally considering ways of transforming what was learnt into action.
A gaining advantage of intervention stage is seen at how the teacher managed to take a positive action to provide a conducive learning environment. According to Oman’s educational policy specific learning activities are to be taught in classrooms that provide autonomy to teachers in modifying their teaching and learning environments that benefits the learners MoE (2008). Although Batool claimed to follow and adhere to the teacher’s guide activities, at the intervention stage she positively managed the content in the curriculum and made the necessary adjustments to achieve the desired learning results that matched with her learners’ needs. As an example, although the text book presented a certain activity to be performed she allowed learners the choice to select their own accessory to make.

Vignarajah, Luan and Abu Bakar (2008) report that several studies demonstrate that for effective learning to take place a learning environment that emulates the real-world has proven to be more successful in achieving educational success rather than the traditional passive classroom method. In this study when Batool made a shift from the traditional teaching and learning environment to a learning environment that encourages active learners’ participation in the learning process the result was learners enjoyed the lessons, interacted well with each other, obviously benefited from the lessons and looked forward to more such classes and this in turn gave her professional satisfaction.

According to Brooks J and Brooks M (1993), a constructivist teacher whose aim is to support learners personally initiate the learning process is a very demanding task. Indeed Batool in this study also found this to be the case; she struggled initially but eventually was able to see the changes and the ensuing benefits of such an effort. During a training programme conducted by this researcher on IT at Batool’s school and the community, a visible change and confidence was displayed by Batool at the training and this was six months after the conclusion of fieldwork. Batool demonstrated a Living Skills lesson presenting IT aspects and spoke on how her experience with AR improved her instructional skills.

In summing up, despite the initial struggles faced by Batool she showed considerable improvement in her practice of IT from the pre-intervention and the early stage of intervention to post-intervention. This could be clearly observed in the “Practical Application” sessions where Batool had begun the process of shifting her practice of dictating a class to achieving a more learner-centered atmosphere. However, for Batool to continue on this scale of progress she needs more enhancement and support for the changes to be enduring. Moyles et. al., (2001) reported that despite improvements taking place with literacy teachers understanding of IT in England’s schools; teachers needed more opportunity to improve their application of IT. The same applies to Omani teachers as well.

**Teacher’s experience with AR**

The second aspect of this study was to explore teacher’s perception and view on taking up AR to improve her teaching through “Practical Application” based on the learner-centered approach; the focus was on how she perceived the experience and the challenge she faced. Hence, the final two research question are discussed and presents Batool’s own accounts of the challenges and achievements gained as a result of engaging in AR. My interpretation as a
result of guiding and observing Batool throughout the implementation process will also be shared.

Challenges

Teachers facing challenges as they engage in AR has been addressed by many researchers such as Greene et. al., (2008), Christenson et. al., (2002) and Alwan (2000) among others. In this study, the time aspect was perceived to be the greatest obstacle; Christenson et. al., (2002), Zeichner (2003) and recently Sales, Traver, and García (2011) documented the same findings. Time factor was the recurrent constraint reason for engaging in AR. Consequently, this impacted on her writing of reflection notes and action plan, data analysis, reading and researching. Her notes and discussions with me conveyed the message of being so stressed in school to the extent that sometimes she had no free lesson time to do her work preparation with a tight schedule of 20 classes, and no time at home. The issue of time was also a factor in teachers dropping out of the middle of the study process and male participants refused to join citing time constraints at the very beginning of the study.

Despite this time constraint issue Batool recognised the value of AR and showed interest in learning and considers it in the future. Moreover, she conveyed that although the district training is useless she does not prefer taking up PPD because of the time issue and not getting a support from the school or the district. Sales, Traver, and García’s (2011) study confirm similar findings where they reported that teachers complained about not having enough time and space to reflect and innovate due to routine work that are not related directly to teaching tasks.

Teachers’ struggling with the application of AR because of lack of research skills was reported by Christenson et al. (2002), Zeichner (2003), O’Connor, Greene and Anderson (2006), Degago (2007), Al-Hadhrami (2008). Zeichner (2003) communicated that although many teachers appreciated the intellectual gains from AR there were some challenging issues, such as logistics, research skills and school social relationship frustrations hampered the application of AR.

In the Omani context, Al-Hadhrami (2008) confirmed that the problem of poor research skills, lack of support and time are challenges that teachers face when they want to take up AR. The report is in line with the findings of this study. The weakness in research skills is mainly contributed by poor teacher preparation in research skills as reported by Batool in this study and confirmed by Al-Hadhrami (2008) report.

From the different statements made by Batool it could be concluded that the lack of information and resources, teaching overload, poor administrative and peer support and the teachers own quality of research skills acted as a constraint in her experience. Additionally, she lacked family support which is important to a human being looking for ways to make personal changes. The findings of this study are also consistent with AlMamammiria’s (2009) study on the requirements of AR and organizational climate at schools of post-basic education in Oman. This aspect comes out clearly where she discusses the issue of poor organizational support in terms of social, emotional and academic in conducting AR in Omani schools.
Due to these constraints Batool faced, she stated that the only reason that will encourage a teacher to engage in AR is her deep willingness and interest, without which it will be difficult to go on with the situation that schools operate now. This message is an important note for policy makers who are interested in making AR a PPD activity in schools.

_Perceptions toward AR after going through it._

Batool conveyed that she was ignorant of AR and that AR was a completely new learning area in her professional experience. Degago (2007) reported similar findings with Ethiopian pre-service teachers who were first time action researchers. The transformation was from not having any information about AR as reported from the pre-intervention to Batool being able to satisfactorily define its process and the objective of doing it. In addition she also appreciated going through this the experience and completing it. Batool was able to communicate the objectives and advantages of taking up AR and compared it with other forms of training and appreciated it over other forms provided by the in-service system. She presented her appreciation of the practical aspect of conducting AR, the context of classroom application and the opportunity that it allows one to conduct deep study with regard to the case of concern. Moreover, the continuous guidance given to her during the AR process was appreciated; this is something that does not happen in normal trainings. Kervin (2003) communicated his unproductive experience with training while he was a teacher which supports Batool claim. He conveyed that he would come back from the training with impressive ideas but no adequate opportunities for implementation. Batool as well perceived the influential aspect of contextual nature of AR which is supported by Kervin (2003) who saw that for teachers to make a change in their professionalism they are supposed to employ critical and experimental methods contextual to their teaching environment.

The reflection as a process that supports identification of a problem was appreciated by Batool as she stated that she gained a lot from reviewing what she was doing. Her claim is approved by Brookfield (2005) who saw reflective learning is the process of critically looking at the information and experience one is exposed to.

A teacher engaging in AR benefits in two ways (1) improving his/her skills; and (2) learners’ better their learning. Nuntrakune et al. (2009) also confirmed that AR benefits teachers’ instruction and impacts learners’ learning. Batool in this study stated that she as a teacher benefited from engaging in AR, but she did not acknowledged learners’ benefits especially in the learning outcome. On the other hands she reported on learner’s point of view of enjoying learning better as they were taught through ITMs.

According to Johnson (2008) AR is a systematic approach that helps teachers reflect on their problems and develop solutions for a particular concern area. Batool in this study mentions that recognizing her weaknesses in a systematic way guided her improvement in instructional skills and opened a path to more learning.

This study also found that Batool gained not only professional improvement but it also helped her recognise her weaknesses in her family interaction patterns and was able to make beneficial changes to improve her family relationships as well. The contributions of AR on a personal scale was
acknowledged by Reis-Jorge (2007) and Al-Harthy (2010).

Socialization was added to the benefits she presented as a result of doing AR. This confirms the nature of many communities learning AR and qualitative researches which emphasize on positive social relationships. Pitts and Miller-Day (2007) reported that relationships between researchers and participants do progress, and that they can be pleasing and lasting. Moreover, it is an important aspect that contributes to increasing trustworthiness of a qualitative account. Eide and Kahn (2008) presented the close relationship that developed between the researcher-nurse- and the participant patient where the patient was longing to see. Eide and Kahn (2008) examined researcher’s dilemma, in a nursing school setting, when the interaction between researcher and participant involves a degree of therapeutic interaction for the participant. This was noticed in this study as well, although this was not a nursing school setting, in this case, I was also a guide to the only participant who took part in a rather rigorous study. Batool was alone in her research and was sometimes faced with issues that disturbed her application of AR. So the relationship that developed between Batool and me and at times acquired a psychological dimension where I sometimes became a counselor and friend.

In Islam the reflective process is key to becoming a better person, Batool reported that since engaging in AR where reflection is key to improvement she has also understood the meaning of accountability for ones actions in Islam and why reflection is obligatory. According to the Islamic Society of North America, 2010, Religion and Society Program, an experiential workshop on US and Arab world dialogue, reflection contributed positively to religious conceptions. Participants from three religious backgrounds - Muslim, Christian and Jewish – were requested to reflect on their pre-conceived notions of each other and found that this process helped change their behaviour and attitude from within.

According to Waters-Adams (2006) action researchers heavily work on their own practice within their demands of space and time; thus providing flexibility in usage. Batool in this study acknowledged that AR can be a convenient way to improve and develop professionally and thus she encouraged other teachers to use AR in their own work.

The advantage of AR as a convenient professional development in terms of flexibility of duration was acknowledged by Batool. According to Waters-Adams (2006) action researchers heavily work on their own practice within their demands space and time. Batool’s appreciation of the advantages she experienced allowed her to propose encouraging other teachers to take up AR.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In conclusion, this study shed a light on the deeper responsibilities for teachers who are working under the principles of learner-centered approaches to have better conceptualization of IT to influence their practice. Moreover, training should be considering the practical aspect of classroom learning rather than only theoretical. Furthermore, for better use of ITSs there is a need for the teaching and learning resources to be well considered at the school level or the ministry level and not to be left for teachers and learners. Adding to that the Living Skills teacher’s guide and learners’ text book should be built
on the philosophy of learner-centered approach that guides and encourages Self Learning. Teachers should be allowed time to reflect upon their teaching and be provided with practical training to develop their research skills. For this purpose, AR should be inculcated in all in-service training to enhance the performance of teachers.
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